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Newly inserted text is underlined.
What is new for non-equities?
Whilst MiFID I was focused on equities, the scope of MiFID II has been extended to include
dealing in equity-like and non-equity instruments. Equity-like instruments will be treated
almost at par with equities (with certain regulatory upgrades); whereas trading in non-equity
instruments will witness sweeping innovation.
For the purposes of MiFID II, ‘non-equity instruments’ means and includes bonds, structured
products, emission allowances and derivatives. On the other hand, ‘equity and equity like
instruments’ includes shares, depositary receipts, exchange traded funds (ETFs),
certificates and other similar instruments.
MiFID II will necessitate radical changes to trading operations and post trading procedures,
pushing firms to think hard about necessary technological and data management changes.
In this document, we shall consider the trading obligation for derivatives, pre and post trade
transparency requirements and trading infrastructure.
What is the trading obligation for derivatives?
MiFID II is broadly designed to move more trading from bilateral OTC markets to multilateral
public trading venues. The trading obligation for derivatives goes further, and will ensure that
certain derivatives are traded exclusively on public trading venues.
Article 28, MiFIR states that “certain derivatives may only be traded on regulated markets,
MTFs, OTFs or equivalent third country venues”.
Derivatives1 covered by the trading obligation are those which are sufficiently liquid and
subject to the clearing obligation under the European Markets Infrastructure Regulation
(EMIR).
ESMA recently published a Discussion Paper on the trading obligation, and may follow it up
with a consultation paper by Q2, 2017. In the paper, ESMA have sought feedback on

1

Article 4(44)(c), MiFID II: Securities (other than equities, bonds or other forms of securitised debt including depositary receipts
in respect of such instruments) giving the right to acquire or sell any such transferable securities or giving rise to a cash
settlement determined by reference to transferable securities, currencies, interest rates or yields, commodities or other indices
or measures. Also refer Section C, Annex I, MiFID II.
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(amongst others) the meaning of the phrase “traded on a trading venue”- (‘TOTV’), the
approach to assess liquidity of various subsets of derivatives and methods to tackle certain
data challenges. On May 22, 2017 ESMA published its opinion on the concept of TOTV for
OTC derivatives.
It appears that ESMA may implement a phase-in schedule for different categories of
counterparties to adhere to the trading obligation. However, it is fairly certain that large
financial institutions will have to comply from January 3, 2018.
At the same time, ESMA is also engaging with third country regulators for assessing
equivalence of third country venues, but little detail about the potential outcome of such
discussions has emerged. More generally, equivalence of third country venues remains a
heavily speculated area.
As regards the scope of instruments covered by the trading obligation, on the basis of
available information, the industry expectation is that most benchmark G3 (EUR, GBP, USD)
swaps and credit index will be covered. Currently, no equity derivatives are in scope.

What is ESMA’s opinion on the meaning of derivatives “traded on a trading venue” (TOTV)?
TOTV is relevant for pre and post trade transparency requirements, transaction reporting
and the trading obligation for derivatives.
The concept of TOTV for shares, bonds and exchange traded derivatives is relatively simple
as they are centrally issued and fully standardised, it is less clear for OTC derivatives. This
is due to the fact that OTC derivatives that do not have an issuer, are less standardised and
often arise from bilateral contracts between two counterparties. ESMA considers it therefore
important to delineate the OTC derivatives that are within the scope of the transparency and
transaction reporting requirements from those OTC derivatives that are not considered
TOTV and, hence, are outside the scope of the transparency and transaction reporting
requirements.
Under RTS 23, trading venues will be required to submit reference data (RTS 23- Annex 1,
Table 3) for instruments traded on their platforms to their competent authorities daily, who
will then relay this information to ESMA. After consolidation, ESMA will publish the collected
reference data. ESMA considers that the relevant reference data submitted in accordance
with the requirements will include the relevant reference data details which identify each
derivative admitted to trading on regulated markets or traded on MTFs or OTFs.
ESMA is of the view that only OTC derivatives sharing the same reference data details as
the derivatives traded on a trading venue should be considered to be TOTV.
In this context, “sharing the same reference data details” should mean that the OTC
derivatives should share the same values as the ones reported in accordance with RTS 23
for derivatives admitted to trading or traded on a trading venue, except fields 5-12 as those
relate to information about the trading venue and the issuer.
ESMA also acknowledges that the meaning of “sharing the same reference data” may need
to be revisited taking into account the evolution of markets post January 2018. ESMA plans
to monitor the application of the concept of TOTV and in particular the ratio of derivatives
that are considered TOTV compared to overall OTC derivatives trading.
What is an OTF?
- As discussed above, one of the main themes of MiFID II is to direct trading onto public “lit”
venues as much as possible. Accordingly, for trading non-equity instruments MiFID II
introduces Organised Trading Facilities (OTF), a new category of trading venues alongside
regulated markets and MTFs.
- OTFs are similar to regulated markets and MTFs insofar as matching of third party buying and
selling interests, general prohibition on trading own capital by the operator, transparency and
access rules are concerned; but the most striking difference between their operations is the
level of discretion employed by an OTF operator in deciding which orders to match. Unlike
regulated markets and MTFs, OTF operators are required to exercise discretion over the
manner in which they execute orders, as long as they fulfil their best execution obligations.
- OTF operators may exercise discretion only in the following cases:
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When deciding to place or retract an order on the OTF, and
When deciding not to match a given client order with other available orders.

What are pre trade transparency requirements for non-equity instruments?
MiFID I pre trade transparency obligations only applied to equities traded on regulated
markets. Under MiFID II the pre trade transparency requirements have been extended to
equity-like and non-equity instruments traded on regulated markets, MTFs, OTFs and by
SIs.
For liquid instruments quotes under the Size Specific to Instrument (SSTI), (‘liquid’ and
‘SSTI’ both as defined by ESMA), SI quotes are to be made public prior to execution.
Quotes in illiquid instruments or in sizes above SSTI if made public would expose liquidity
providers to undue risk and so these quotes are exempted from this requirement.
Trading Venues may also apply to National Competent Authorities to seek waiver from pre
trade transparency for the following:
 Orders that are large in scale compared to normal market size
 Orders held in an order management facility of a trading venue pending disclosure
(iceberg orders)
 Actionable indications of interest in request-for-quote or voice trading systems above
SSTI which would expose liquidity providers to undue risk
 Derivatives which are not subject to the Trading Obligation per Article 28, MiFIR
 Other financial instruments for which there is no liquid market
The implications of pre trade transparency will be different for SIs and trading venues: when
making a quote public, SIs will have to include the identity of the SI, while a trading venue
won’t list the name of the liquidity provider. Further, the SI will be required to honour that
quoted price with other clients subject to reasonable commercial terms, while a trading
venue does not have the same obligation.
When will ESMA publish data for SI calculations?
In its Q&A, ESMA provided timelines for publishing the data required to allow firms to assess
their SI status.
ESMA intends to publish total EU data for the first time by August 1, 2018 for the 6 months
between January 3, 2018 and June 30, 2018. Firms will need to perform their first
assessment on the basis of this data.
For all subsequent assessments, ESMA will publish EU wide data within a month after the
end of each quarterly assessment period. After quarterly data is published, firms will have 2
weeks to complete their assessment.
Notwithstanding the timelines mentioned above, firms will still be able to voluntarily register
(opt-in) as SI in all instruments from January 3, 2018 as a way to assume post trade
reporting obligations when trading with buy side clients who otherwise would need to report
if they are the ‘seller’ of the instrument.
What are post trade transparency and reporting requirements for non-equities?
The instrument scope for post trade transparency has also been expanded and now transactions
in non-equities traded on regulated markets, MTFs, OTFs and by Investment Firms will need to
be reported. The post trade transparency and reporting regime will comprise real-time trade
reports and daily transaction reports.
-

Post Trade Transparency: To contribute to price formation, trading venues are required to
publish in real time the volume, price and time of all transactions concluded on them, unless
a deferral is allowed (see below). This information has to be made publicly available on
reasonable commercial terms and on a non discriminatory basis (Article 10, MiFIR).
Investment firms, including SIs, are also required to publish this information in relation to
transactions in instruments capable of being traded on a trading venue, whether concluded
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by them on own account or on behalf of the clients (Article 21, MiFIR). Investment firms
have to publish this information through an Approved Publication Arrangement (APA) where
they conclude transactions outside the rules of a trading venue. Only one party to the
transaction is required to publish this information; in a transaction between an investment
firm and an SI (typically how DB interacts with clients), the SI will publish the information.
-

Transaction Reporting: Investment firms are required to supply daily transaction reports in
relation to all transactions concluded by them to the regulators to assist them in monitoring
and detecting market abuse and investment mandate breaches (Article 26, MiFIR). Firms
will need to include a wide range of information about each transaction, including flags
related to algorithms, waivers etc. For more details about the contents of these reports, refer
our document on Topic 1.

On what grounds can trading venues and investment firms seek authorisation for deferred
publication?
Regulators may allow trading venues and investment firms to delay the publication of trade
reports on the basis of the type and size of transaction. In particular, deferred publication may be
granted for the following:
- Large in scale transactions compared to normal market size for that instrument or class of
instrument
- Transactions in illiquid instruments
- Transactions larger than the size specific to an instrument or a class of that instrument where
the investment firm is dealing on its own account other than on matched principal basis.
National Competent Authorities may decide which deferrals to grant, and therefore deferrals may
vary among jurisdictions. The deferral time ranges from two days to four weeks, and includes an
aggregation option for certain instruments. Unlike US post-trade reporting for large transactions,
the actual trade volume will be published (rather than a bucket).
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Disclaimer
IMPORTANT: This electronic communication has been prepared by members of the Market Structure Team within the Equity
Sales and Trading department of the Global Markets Division of Deutsche Bank. References to “we” or “Deutsche Bank” are
in reference to the Market Structure Team. The Market Structure Team provides commentary related to trading and market
structure and is not part of the Research department of Deutsche Bank. The views expressed in this electronic
communication may differ from those expressed by other departments within Deutsche Bank, including the Research
department.
Quantitative models, processes and parameters are subject to amendment, modification, adjustment and correction at
Deutsche Bank’s discretion, and may incorporate Deutsche Bank’s qualitative judgment. Deutsche Bank will from time-to-time
run or update such models at its discretion. Clients are responsible for making their own determination as to the suitability and
appropriateness of such models for their investment objectives.
This document is intended for information purposes only and does not create any legally binding obligations on the part of
Deutsche Bank AG and/or its affiliates (“DB”). Without limitation, this document does not constitute an offer, an invitation to
offer or a recommendation to enter into any transaction. It does not constitute a recommendation or endorsement by DB of any
investment, trading strategy or algorithm and should not be relied upon by you to make a determination as to whether or not to
invest or to use any strategy or algorithm.
When making an investment decision, you should rely solely on any specific final documentation relating to a transaction and
not the summary contained herein. DB is not acting as your legal, financial, tax or accounting adviser or in any other fiduciary
capacity with respect to any proposed transaction mentioned herein. This document does not constitute the provision of
investment advice and is not intended to do so, but is intended to be general information. Any product(s) or proposed
transaction(s) mentioned herein may not be appropriate for all investors and before entering into any transaction you should
take steps to ensure that you fully understand the transaction and have made an independent assessment of the
appropriateness of the transaction in the light of your own objectives, needs and circumstances, including the possible risks
and benefits of entering into such transaction. For general information regarding the nature and risks of the proposed
transaction and types of financial instruments please go to www.globalmarkets.db.com/riskdisclosures. YOU SHOULD ALSO
CONSIDER SEEKING ADVICE FROM YOUR OWN ADVISERS IN MAKING ANY ASSESSMENT ON THE BASIS OF THIS
DOCUMENT. If you decide to enter into a transaction with DB, you do so in reliance on your own judgment. The information
contained in this document is based on material we believe to be reliable; however, we do not represent that it is accurate,
current, complete, or error free. Assumptions, estimates and opinions contained in this document constitute our judgment as of
the date of the document and are subject to change without notice. Any projections are based on a number of assumptions as
to market conditions and there can be no guarantee that any projected results will be achieved. Past performance does not
guarantee or predict future results. This material was prepared by a Sales or Trading function within DB, and was not produced,
reviewed or edited by the Research Department. Any opinions expressed herein may differ from the opinions expressed by
other DB departments including the Research Department. Sales and Trading functions are subject to additional potential
conflicts of interest which the Research Department does not face. DB may engage in transactions in a manner inconsistent
with the views discussed herein. DB trades or may trade as principal in the instruments (or related derivatives), and may have
proprietary positions in the instruments (or related derivatives) discussed herein. DB may make a market in the instruments (or
related derivatives) discussed herein. Sales and Trading personnel are compensated in part based on the volume of
transactions effected by them. DB seeks to transact business on an arm’s length basis with sophisticated investors capable of
independently evaluating the merits and risks of each transaction, with investors who make their own decisions regarding those
transactions. The distribution of this document and availability of these products and services in certain jurisdictions may be
restricted by law. You may not distribute this document, in whole or in part, without our express written permission. DB
SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ALL LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL OR OTHER LOSSES OR
DAMAGES INCLUDING LOSS OF PROFITS INCURRED BY YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY THAT MAY ARISE FROM ANY
RELIANCE ON THIS DOCUMENT OR FOR THE RELIABILITY, ACCURACY, COMPLETENESS OR TIMELINESS THEREOF.
Deutsche Bank AG (“the Bank”) is a joint stock corporation incorporated with limited liability in the Federal Republic of
Germany. It is registered in the Commercial Register of the District Court, Frankfurt am Main under number HRB 30 000.
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